
Appeal for emergency relief support for project children of SWIRD, 
affected by AMPHAN Super Cyclone 

 
Project background: - A super-cyclone viz. 'Amphan' has struck West Bengal on 19 and 20 May 2020,                 

and left behind a trail of devastation in the vast areas of costal districts including Purba Medinipur.                 

Our organization SWIRD is located in this Purba Medinipur district under Kolaghat Block at about 70                

kms far from Kolkata. SWIRD has been running a pre-primary education project of 10 schools in                

various 10 villages in this area for 400 underprivileged children, which has been supported by Asha                

for Education San Francisco chapter since 2009. In the recent Amphan Super Cyclone, families of               

those 400 children of SWIRD have been severely affected 

Prevailing situation: - Amphan has been the worst cyclone in the living memory of the people of our                  

district. It reached speeds between 160 to 170 kmph, gusting to 190kmph to hit East Midnapore’s                

coastal areas, coupled with heavy rain. This super cyclone ravaged our Kolaghat block with a wind                

speed of around 150 kmph along with heavy rainfall and continued for seven-eight hours longer than                

expected duration. Thousands of mud and thatched houses in the area have been fully collapsed and                

washed away. Huge numbers of brick houses were partially damaged and almost all the tin roofs                

have been blown away during the course of devastation. Large numbers of trees were uprooted.               

Electricity poles and lines, telephone lines brought down and cell phone networks collapsed in this               

destruction all over the area. There was an extensive damage to standing crops, plantations. It is                

mentionable that out of 10 school buildings under SWIRD school-project, 3 school buildings have              

been severely damaged and few others have been partially damaged. Some photographs of these              

destructions are being enclosed. Please download the photographs. 

Ruined economy in the area:- The economy of the area mainly depends upon flower cultivation,               

which has been completely washed away in this natural disaster. Amphan has struck us, when               

people of our area have been facing hurdles with their livelihood due to COVID -19 related                

lockdown. Thus lockdown and Amphan have jointly brought very difficult times to survive for all the                

people in our area including our school children and their poor parents, who are really facing                

hardships. Now people of the area are striving with challenging recovery effort in this ruined              

economy due to conjunction of the two disasters - Covid-19 and Cyclone Amphan, bringing the               

greatest catastrophe in their lifetime. 

Justification of providing dry ration: - Financial background of the families of our children is               

normally very poor. Prevailing lockdown due to Covid-19 pandemic has severely affected their family              

income. Moreover recent Amfphan Super Cyclone devastation has ruthlessly destroyed any scope of             

their income generating activities. So, in this situation, most of those families are surviving              

somehow, without any substantial family income. Now, after Amphan disaster, they have become             

helpless and need immediate relief support. Among them the children have become vulnerable as              

their parents are not in a position to arrange required nutritional food for them. Therefore, our                

outline plan to provide dry ration for those children is justified. We think that the funds will support                  

our beneficiaries for about two weeks.  

Available government support:- In fact there is no separate government support available for             

Amphan affected people in our area. However, to cope up with the loss of income for individuals due                  



to Covid-19 pandemic related lockdown, government has been providing 5kgs of rice and 1 kg of                

wheat-flour (Atta) per month to everyone since April2020.  

How the amount of 2,00,000 INR will be utilized :- We hereby appeal to 'Asha for Education' for a                   

emergency funding support of 2,00,000 INR to SWIRD . In our outline plan we have already                

mentioned that we would provide some sort of support with ration packets containing dry foods and                

some essential items to all our children. Item wise detailed break-up is given below in the budget in                  

tabular form. Since government is providing rice and wheat-flour, we haven't included these two              

items in the dry ration. Only some other required items have been included. 

Budget plan:-  

Sl. No. Name of Material Quantity Cost (INR ) 
1 Milk powder  200  gr. 80 
2 Pulse 500  gr. 57 
3 Soyabin Chunk 500  gr. 50 
4 Biscuits 300  gr. 27 
5 Sugar 500  gr. 20 
6 Potato 3 kg. 60 
7 Onion 2 kg. 30 
8 Mustard Oil 500 gr. 60 
9 Iodised salt 1 kg. 18 

10 Turmeric Powder 50  gr. 10 
11 Chilli Powder 50  gr. 15 
12 Bath soap  2 pc. 20 
13 Detergent Powder 300  gr. 23 

Total cost of materials to be distributed  470 
Per unit cost for implementation(## see details below) 30 
TOTAL COST : PER UNIT PACKAGE  500 
No. of items: 13,  
Total units of packets : 400 
Weight per unit: 9 kg (approx) . 
Total weight of  materials in bulk : 3.6 tonnes 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

##    Implementation cost includes  

Cost of 400 bags to prepare 400 units for distribution. Each bag will 
contain13 items weighing  9 kg (approx) 

1000 

Hiring a mini truck for transportation of bulk materials to the 
packaging centre after bulk purchase 

4000 

Labour cost of loading and unloading of 3.6 tonnes of materials 1000 
Hiring 20 motor van  to transport 40 units  
(Weighing 360 kg) of ration bags to 10 schools for distribution. Each 
van will carry 180 kg of materials .--- @ 250 INR per van  X20 vans  

5000 

Refreshment – Tea – Tiffin for 10  volunteers in packaging centre and 
also in 10 schools for distribution  

1000 

Total implementation cost 12000 
## Per unit implementation cost (12000/400)=30 INR 

 

Implementation strategy: - Materials of 13 items will be purchased in bulk from the wholesale               

market for 400 units in one go. All those materials will be transported to a big community hall in our                    

area, where our volunteers will divide that bulk quantity into 400 units and will prepare 400 bags. All                  

those 400 bags will be divided into 10 parts as per the roll strength of respective schools. We will                   

hire 20 motor vans (goods carrier) to transport those bags to our 10 schools. We assume that each                  

van will carry about 180 kg of materials. For each school we will allot two carrying vans. Our                  

volunteers will accompany the vans to transport those materials to the schools. In assistance with               

our respective teacher our volunteers will organise distribution of those materials. Parents will be              

asked to come to respective schools with our students. Panchayat leaders and/or other local              

community leaders will be invited during those distribution events. Distribution of those bags will be               

properly documented.  

Project monitoring: - This emergency relief project will be undertaken by involving 10 local              

volunteers, all the 10 teachers, and our two regular field-monitors. The entire process will be done                

under direct supervision of Mr.Tuhin Chaudhuri, The Project Director (Honorary) of SWIRD. 

Fund utilization reporting: - Bill vouchers- money receipt, cash memo etc will be collected for all the                 

procurements. List of signed receipts by the parents for each and every student in a table form will                  

be documented. Photographs of the distribution events will be taken. Narrative reports and soft              

copies of all the documents will be sent to AfE- San Francisco as per reporting requirement.  

 

Prepared by  
SWIRD Team 
 



Submitted by  
Tuhin Chaudhuri, 
Project Director (Honorary)  
SWIRD. 
 
 
 

 

 


